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The journalist sets out to uncover the truth behind the incident from different people's perspectives, revealing what they and their lives are
like. New life Patrick Adamte/AFP/Getty Images global change LinkedIn Social networks occupy more and more place in the life of a
modern person. There are more and more interesting and new people in social networks. The same applies to likes, subscriptions, reposts
and so on. All this, as a rule, is registered in social media. Twitter, VKontakte, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram users use their
accounts to conduct personal and professional discussions. Rick Schultz/Reuters New Industry and business Fotobank.ru Russian
companies are eyeing the Internet with interest.In 2012, Russians spent on average almost 2.9 hours per month on social media. This
opportunity is mainly used by young people. A year ago, the average Russian social media user used an average of 17.5 minutes per month,
and Russians aged 25-34 spend 13 minutes per month on social media. According to PwC estimates, in 2012 more than 70% of Russian
households search the Internet for new books and films at least once a week. The Economist/AFPS business week Marriage Reuters/Simon
Guggenheim â€œWe are used to living in the age of the Internet, and its influence will continue to grow,â€• says marketing professor at
Lancaster University Keith Heather-Campbell. Steve Canton believes that the trend is towards decentralization and the "developing UGC
platform" (translating Uber, UberWorld, UC Browser and other similar platforms into Russian). Clayton Anderson is convinced that the
family is nothing but a cell in society, and the future lies in â€œcivil marriagesâ€• and partnerships. "You can be an introvert or an extrovert,
but it's always better for you to just sit in the office with colleagues than to be alone." Rentokil Ice-Pick Lodge in Gre
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